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1. Growing 
 

Verse I Git.: Esus4  -  Gmaj7  -  Amaj7 
 
Verse I Bass:  A G E E - E G - E G - E A A 
 
I grow by myself 
I explore my myth in your celestial chaotic eyes 
 
I just wanna share ‘n’ live 
Play in the greatest moral stage 
 
But I wanna hit “n’ run too 
Give a minimum spin to your unmovable feelings 
 
I recover the lost dreams 
I draw a big heart in the frame of my horrors 
 
Chorus I - F#7 G7 C #5 (x3) - F#7 G7 A 
 
And I remember the first scene 
I grabbed out my cosmic belief 
 
And I remember the second scene 
I recovered the smile, I kicked out my fears 
 
And I remember the third one 
Didn’t care about the stupidly wasted time 
 
And what about the fourth 
I’ m still here on my feet, I still share and live 
Bridge:  Bmaj7 - Dmaj7 -  A#sus2 
 
Verse II 
 
I grow by myself 
I don’t give space to any stupid lies 
 
I ‘m getting ready to climb 
The new mountain of my life 
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I gonna get high 
“Put your hands on my shoulder...” 
 
Come love, join me 
To this endless, ancient party 
 
Chorus II 
 
And I remember the first time 
Starring at the theatre then I rushed to serve it 
 
And I remember the second time 
Offering you every time the joy to win 
 
This is what I need, my relief 
This is the path to grow with you 
 
And the of the story 
Grow, rise, shine, live, share... 
and play with me… 
 
4 times outro 
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2. Soul Ventilation 
 

Verse:  D - F - G 
 
So there is something to be done 
Grab out the loneliest feelings 
To open your Lust for making your history vibrating 
To dance out your taboos 
 
To look after your pillars of fate and love 
To get ready to breathe your miracle 
And take the warmest ride with you    (x2) 
 
Verse II and Chorus:  E7#9 A7#9 G7#9 B7#9 - C - B 

E7#9 A7#9 G7#9 B7#9 
 
It’s you and you and some of yourself 
In all these moving surroundings 
Bring your orbit parallel to the orbit of your emotions 
And touch it get attached to it... 
 
So create it don’t dig it in 
Get ready to flow the direction it flows your Matrix of acting 
And act and breathe deep and 
Search the most lovable breathe 
 
Chorus:  E7#9 A7#9 G7#9 B7#9 - C - B 

E7#9 A7#9 G7#9 B7#9 
 
Ventilate your soul - Fertilize your Hunger 
Ventilate your soul - To be you to be unique 
Ventilate your soul - Fertilize your Hunger 
Just go on share and go on living your myth 
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3. Revolutionary Food 
 

Riff I:  A A A… | C – B - A | G 
 
The monkey said to the Lion 
‘I think is everything fake though lasts too short’ 
And the Lion told him 
‘I can’t wait to succeed, to fulfill the Reason I was made so gifted’ 
 
Riff II:  B - G - A | B - C - G | B – G - A | B – C - C 
 
And the monkey thought 
‘He doesn’t have any so special needs’ 
And the monkey thought 
‘But he is aware of what he needs’ 
The monkey was talking about Lust for Life 
And the Lion told him 
 
Riff I:  A A A… | C - B - A | G 
 
‘Bro I got such an enormous Hunger for Life 
I can’t stop struggling for the things’ 
After some time the monkey Dgee realized 
He‘s been an original tiger, attentive lion 
 
Riff II:  B - G - A | B - C - G | B - G - A | B – C - C 
 
An aggressive cougar, a lonely jackal 
Who wants to turn into a chill out, peaceful turtle 
So he struggles to get rid of all these vainglorious complexes 
And tries to grow properly, revolutionary 
 
Chorus:  A A A… | C - B - A | G…. (F - F) 
Revolutionary food, revolutionary needs... 
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4. Sun In My Blood 
 

Verse:  A7#9 
 
Lemons, peppers, tomatoes, grass... 
Oregano, watermelons, olives, cucumber, grapes... 
 
Bright walks, fresh smiles, juicy lips 
Open the heart 
 
My sea, my mountain, my view at the sky... 
I got no evidence of what is dark 
 
They shout to me, they are tender 
Kiss me, kick me, hit me, hug me 
They are telling.. expel me in order to leave 
Otherwise you‘ll become fed of me 
 
Chorus I: B - C -  D -  A7#9 
 
I’ m coming back where the warmest, purest air lifting the hairs of my 
arms 
 
Chorus II: D - G – A – B - A7#9 
 
The Reason is one I got sun in my blood 
The reason is one somebody poured some sun in my blood 
 
 
 
 
Verse:  A7#9 
 
Squids, sun-backed octopus.. talking out loud so loud 
I ‘m getting in the mood to play with flattery and insults 
 
Automatically hanging out at my buddy’s crib 
I eat his mother’s tasty marmalade after some hidden weed 
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We were thinking, drinking, dreaming, searching the exit out of our 
misery.. 
It’s been a wise trip to let the shiny crib.. 
 
I looked out around, wore my newest prism 
My brightest palace has always been misery-free 
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5. Orange Bird 
 

Verse:   D5… | B5 - C5 
 
I wanna see the orange bird dipping in my cup of tea 
I will never disagree with the job and the scope of the untiring 
bee 
Flying around, pricking and fucking every possible flowering 
plant 
I’m getting closer now to see me happy in the roof of my 
Pyramid 
 
Chorus:   A7/#9….. E7/#9 - F5 
 
My orange bird.. is getting absorbed.. by the yellow belief 
 
Verse:   D5… | B5 - C5 
 
I wanna see the Mr. Lee dancing with my red music 
The unicorns of my oldest ship laugh and make my trip vivid 
So I go on through, the walls only history 
On the cable paths, the acrobats hanging out with my mental 
Breed 
 
Chorus:   A7/#9….. E7/#9 - F5 
 
My orange bird.. is getting absorbed.. into the yellow belief 
 
Verse:   D5… | B5 - C5 
 
I ‘m turning now the high sight to face me 
The feeling I close the eyes jump and hug the city 
I open them now my orange friend appeared and smiling by 
my side 
We go on together now floating above the city and the lights 
 
Chorus:   A7/#9….. E7/#9 - F5 
My orange bird.. is getting absorbed.. into the yellow belief 
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6. Ancient Passions 
 

Verse:    E7#9 (x4)  |  B7#9 (x2)  |  E7#9 (x2) 
 
They ancient passions are making circles 
They wake up, they burn 
They move to another body 
I see my princess flying away 
 
Even my mind pulling her to the opposite direction 
I can’t hold her close 
My heart is spinning around and getting knocked down 
The red cold fountain is flowing now 
Its flow is singing and getting transparent 
 
Chorus:    F# - F# - G - F#  |  E - F# - F# - G   

|  E - F#  |  E - G  |  E - A-B  |  E 
Sending presents of beautiness.. 
Watering the play of life... 
It’s shinning now and leading my soul so high 
 
Verse:    E7#9 (x4)  |  B7#9 (x2)  |  E7#9 (x2) 
 
They ancient passions are making circles again 
They kick his ass to draw new big dreams 
The ancient passions burned him, made him fertilized soil, 
a warm breed for the burning seeds 
 
He’s now relinquishing his crown 
Now he can imagine with a fresher mind 
He’s just throwing his weapons down 
And building a shelter for the scope of his life 
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7. Right or Wrong (Anatolian Love) 
 
Verse:    E - G# - A | E - G# - A | E - G# - A | A - G (x2) 
 
What if I ‘m right or wrong 
What if I ‘m hollow again 
I feel my heart and my bones 
I still gotta climb to my Kilimanjaro 
 
Where is the smiling monkey 
Where is the dirty hippopotamus 
Where is my nasty mind 
Where is my love stick entering now 
 
Chorus - E D# E | E F F | E E | E F G (x2) 
 
I ‘m dreaming fast 
I ‘m flying so high 
Big distance with the ground 
 
The rabbit is playing 
Running with the eagle 
The turtle is raising now 
 
The wind is massaging my vainglorious mind 
The Apollo cries, the Zeus reproducing 
The fallen philosopher is struggling 
To measure the depth of Chaos 
 
There is only interesting love 
Give a spin to your inertia and 
Fall to the lowest maze 
Maze your feeling and your mind. Don’t escape yourself. 
Turn back and love the most worthy moments 
 
Search your illusions and breed you .. your Hero... 
Don’t escape yourself. - Anatolian Love 
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8. Rolling 
 

Verse:  (E F# C# B A A B) F# 
 
What is rolling on the brakes 
Where is he searching for the new question 
How is the passion exactly starting 
Why do you let somebody to bend your eyes 
 
Tell me why you let your eyes bent 
How dark is the fear, how sweet is freedom 
Why are you still keeping your mouth shut?? 
It’ s time to act my friend, it’s always time to laugh 
 
Chorus:  C# - E – D - F# 
 
Class oppression 
I will dominate your ass 
 
Verse:  F# 
 
What is rolling on the brakes 
Where is she searching for the next answer 
How is the beginning of the passion starting 
How the perfect touch in flying over the ocean 
 
He will let his pulse to accelerate 
and disperse his breathe to the universe 
Somebody is going out to the streets... 
..... 
Chorus:   C# - E - D - F# 
 
Somebody is going out to the streets... 
He is shaking the mood of the unmovable public 
Somebody is staring the remaining gas 
Another is burning the flowers of his existence 
He’s smoking another cloud of killing grace 
He’s polishing his mind 
He’s getting hungry to raise 
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Solo: 1 Verse and 1 Chorus length 
 
Verse:  F# 
 
He’s wearing his back-bag 
He’s heading to the sweet torture 
She’s bathing and getting dressed 
She’s riding her bike to the hallowed market 
They are thinking of the last night 
They are projecting the yesterday’ s joy for ever 
 
Chorus:  C# - E - D - F# 
 
Somebody is going out to the streets... 
He is shaking the mood of the unmovable public 
Somebody is staring the remaining gas 
Another is burning the flowers of his existence 
He’s smoking another cloud of killing grace 
He’s polishing his mind, 
He’s getting hungry to raise 
 
Outro:  C# - E -  D - C# - E - A - F#.... 
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9. 3.000 Times 
 
Verse:    A - D - G - A 
 
Hard soul, soft soul 
You all feeling the same 
 
The best honey, the worst boys 
You all the greatest 
 
You gettin’ lost even sober 
That happened to me 3 thousand times 
 
I know you need to be in the mind trip 
You wanted the same as you were 15 
 
Bridge:   G - A# - A 
 
Verse:    A - D - G - A 
 
We are giving you the 1 
You are giving us the 2 
You getting back the 3 forever 
 
Dance it hard, dance it soft 
I ‘m feellin’ around some warming looks 
The smile and your tone drive my excitement. 
 
Chorus:    E - G - G# - A (x3) – 

B - C - C# - D 
 

We are ready to give in 
We gotta satisfy this ancient mystery 
 
If you can hold on a bit, love 
I ‘ll give it all 
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If you can hold on to me baby 
I ‘ll give it to you all 
 
If you enjoy the time with me 
I ‘ll give you always more.. 
 
Solo:   (2x Verses) 
Bridge:   G - A# - A 
 
Verse:    A - D - G - A 
 
Hard soul, soft soul 
You all feeling the same 
 
The best honey, the worst boys 
You all the greatest 
 
You gettin’ lost even sober 
 
That happened to me 3 thousand times 
The smile and your tone drive my excitement 
 
Chorus:    E - G - G# - A (x3) – 

B - C - C# - D 
 

We are ready to give in 
We gotta satisfy this ancient mystery 
 
If you can hold on a bit, love 
I ‘ll give it all 
 
If you can hold on to me baby 
I ‘ll give it to you all 
 
If you enjoy the time with me, I ‘ll give you always more.. 
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10. Planet Mop 
 
Intro/Bridge:   E - A - D - E 
 
Verse:    E - D - A - D 
 
Under the sheets she pumps my inner sin 
Staying up I grab my shiniest mood 
I can shout and sing like a crying mop 
I can roam and tighten the little misty planet 
 
I imagine something around 
I see it happening straight away 
Over my sight trends, easy-life faces 
It is cold and purifying, I’m moving on 
 
Bridge (only once):   E - A - D - E 
 
Verse:   E - D - A - D 
 
Here thousands busy screen-bending heads 
accelerating, stoping under the grey umbrella 
Next stop, meaning of life of the bee and 
the streets a corridor building the community 
 
The formal words and the meanings 
I don’t burn you, but if I love you, you gonna feel it regardless 
The beat is the only shit 
drives you to the next step of inspiration 
 
Chorus:   G  - G... G - F# 
 
Where am I falling now? 
Where is my maze heading? 
Who is clarifying my immense haze?? 
Who is wiping my fuzzy face?? 
 
Last stop create memories 
with the best version of me in this universe 
Last stop create memories 
in the crib with her 
 
Verse:   E - D - A - D 
 
I learn to play again the game of life 
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and bloom by you 
 
You lift my spirit higher than my vision 
You circulate the water in my roots 
 
I love to play that game darlin’ 
bloom and smile by you 
 
The war, streets, slaughters and the jungle 
Building the new community 
 
Chorus:    G - G... G - F# 
 
Nadi nadi nadi nadi nadi 
Nadie calienta mi pensamiento mejor 
 
Toda la energia ardiendo sale y explota 
Nadie me sacude mi vida asi 
 
Nadi nadi nadi nadi 
Nadie calienta mi pensamiento mejor 
 
Soy ahora como un vaso mezclador 
Inspirador que enriquece la vision del mundo 
 
 
Outro/Bridge: E - A - D - E  (x 2) 
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11. Palermo 
 
Intro: E 
 
Verse I: A 
 
I wanted to start this episode 
I saw her dazing on the Phoenician streets 
In the complete port trying to catch up 
I threw my anchor and released my zeppelin 
 
Verse II: E 
 
Play, run, play and gain 
Gain the panorama of the glorious novel 
Staring far I see her outstanding 
Staring inside dancing and grooving the membrane of my soul 
 
Verse I: A 
 
I gonna fly over the dark clouds 
I gonna reach and lay down on my promise land 
Gonna breathe and lay on my promise land 
I ‘m running distances with the tongue out 
 
Chorus: E (Reggae) 
 
Searching the first evidence of my existence 
Let yourself pulled from this magnet smell 
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Verse I: A 
 
No way to stop by 
to lose the bright horizon of my sight 
The beach and the clear minds of my promise land 
So many beaches so many clear minds 
 
 
Verse II: E 
 
Fed of ‘sacking and looting’ 
I ‘m heading to the milder South 
with the aromatic nights and 
the sunshine in my veins 
 
Verse I: A 
 
I gonna fly over the dark clouds 
I gonna reach and lay down on my promise land 
Gonna breathe and lay on my promise land 
I ‘m running distances with the tongue out 
 
Chorus: E (Reggae) 
 
Searching the first evidence of my existence 
Let yourself pulled from this magnet smell 
 
Vucciria, Ballaro, Capo 
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12. Tremor 
 

Intro & Verse:  C# - D - E - B - G# - A 
 
This staggering confusing my brain and train my idiosyncrasy 
This oracle still no way to trade it off 
 
She’s dressing up this ancient legacy 
He’s looking astonished at them, his polished dream 
 
I gotta do that efficiently, I gotta drain my exergy 
Work out my attitude and amplify my output 
 
There’s no threat, no uncertainty, no joke 
What risk to deal with 
 
Chorus:  F# - G 
 
Just breathe deep and realize 
How this miracle breathes 
 
Verse: C# - D E - B - G# - A 
 
He’s flexing his soul and his body 
He’s making space for trembling emotions 
 
He’s magnetizing the surrounding joy 
Reaching home more content than yesterday 
 
Interrogating his fears, hugging his barking dog 
Straining straight the abyss-eating hole 
 
He is whistling and the inspiration is jumping up 
The strength of his ancestors is building now 
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13. Pogo Sloth 
 
Intro & Verse:   E - B - F# - D // E - B - C# - A 
 
Look out of the window 
Your face of your idol look so lost? 
Look at the result of the test 
Is it negative or positively wrong? 
 
Look at the face of the public 
Are they building up the tense? 
Go, check up the moments of them 
Are they absent or enjoying your scope? 
 
Chorus:    C - G - A - A 
 
I envy my sloth 
I got anger and fighting it all the way 
I ‘m an original lazy dog 
I am just a pogo sloth 
 
I hang my feet out of the balcony 
I grab my cold syrup 
I caress my black lazy dog 
I jump like a pogo sloth 
 
Verse:   E - B - F# - D // E - B - C# - A 
 
He likes to cross the grey city 
He’s driven of his sparkling colorful thoughts 
Thinks of the old silver urban myths 
He’s designing his new day off 
 
His new day out of the system 
gonna give some peace ‘n’ love to the world 
In the circle where he dances and laughs 
The orbit is jumping and expanding his goal 
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14. Soul Fire 
 
Intro & Verse:  D - A - A – A 
 
She opens the eyes and hears the bongos 
He winks the eye to her and starts the bullshit 
They laugh together and put the clown face 
They hump and jump on the burning sands 
 
Chorus:  E - E .......... – D 
 
Welcome people. Welcome Life 
Welcome to the party of the Soul Fire 
Welcome traveler. Make yourself at home 
Welcome my life, my soul melter 
 
Verse:  D - A - A – A  
 
Now the music is getting fuzzy 
groovy, fatter, deeper, honky 
The faces pink-red, the eyes with a stagger 
The membrane of my soul reflecting the sunburn 
 
Chorus:  E - E .......... – D 
 
Welcome Fire. Welcome Life 
Welcome to the party of my Soul Fire 
Welcome traveler. I hope you like it 
Welcome my life, my soul melter 

 
Solo like Verse:   D - A - A – A  
 
Chorus:     E - E .......... – D 
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15. 7 Wonders 
 

Intro & Verse:   A# - C - Am – A# 
A# - C - Am – Am 
 

She’s got a classy, fancy catwalk 
A bright, shimmering and noble smile 
She travels her fate unconditionally 
She explores the globe’s recreational game 
 
She‘s tempting, real and funny 
He‘s caring, honest and clumsy 
She‘s initiating the deal straight away 
He‘s quick, double or nothing 
 
Chorus:   D - A - D - B - G - G   (x3)  
  D - A – A# 
 
When the things take some more time 
No worry, no fear, no darkness in sight 
You just step stronger 
Go on emitting your shiny vibe 
 
Verse:   A# - C - Am – A# 

A# - C - Am – Am 
 
The blurry lights start to sparkle 
Her flashing look is lifting his mind 
The moist streets revive the jungle 
She‘s appealing this wild stock market 
 
The idea of feeding the sweetest soul 
He wants her irresistible 7 wonder deal 
On the way back home to the hotel 
He could carry her softly and right 
 
Chorus:     D - A - D - B - G - G    
 
Burn the old grass 
Feed the high hopes 
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I am getting in 
I feel so light 
 
I sustain the 7 Wonders on my back 
I attract the flying pieces 
I resolve my meaningful puzzle 
I‘d rather stick on me firing 
 
Exchanging any opportunity on the time lapse 
He spots to the irresistible 7 wonder bet 
The people’s odds cannot hunt him 
I‘d rather stick on me firing 
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16. Dirty or Clean 
 
Intro & Verse:   E....... (x8)  …..  A - G - E 

 

I don’t need your shoes 

Don’t try to wash my brain 

I need my mouth-wash 

The certain tricks, they let me unfold 

 

Sometimes some clever thoughts they bring 

They bring me constipation 

Some arrogant comfort lords 

They help me to release my suffocation 
 
Bridge (flamenco):   G - A - G - F# 
 
Verse:   E....... (x8) 
 
The story goes on 

I ‘m carrying my dreams but now 

Those moments can only exists 

When I build up my resistance 

 

We are resisting 

We resonate 

We create new paths 

We need this routine 

In order to survive 

To sound dirty or clean 
 
Chorus:   A - G – E 
 
Dirty or clean 

Today and tomorrow 
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Dirty or clean 

I don’t sell my cosmic relief 

Solo in Verse:   E....... (x8) 
Bridge (flamenco):   G - A - G - F# 
 
Verse:   E....... (x8) 
 

I don’t need your shoes 

nor your brainwash not tricks to me 

I let my mouth-wash aside 

No need to warn me 

 

You can fart my balls now 

I ‘ll stay firm, devoted on my dreams 

I got my reasons to exist, to resonate and to live 

Tones of exergy and dirty manners or clean 

 
Chorus:   A - G - E 
 

Dirty or clean 

Today and tomorrow 

Dirty or clean 

I don’t sell my cosmic relief 
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17. Staring At The Bathroom Tiles 
 
Intro & Verse:   A   (D  -  B) 
 
Staring at the projected on the bathroom tiles movies 
He is clenching up 
She is searching him in the under construction cave 
 
He is straining against the moist walls 
He is throwing himself high 
He is releasing his flair 
A flaming rocket through the cosmos 
 
Chorus:    B  -  B  -  D 
   B  -  C  -  D 
 
Let me be your unhonored homie 
Let me fertilize your mind  
You are fertilizing my spirit 
Bright foundations exploding! 
 
Verse:   A   (D  -  B) 
 
He is making his alter ego sound 
Demolishing the useless walls, the fake barriers 
He is deciding now 
Where the train of his fate heading 
 
Lead your feelings into your mind 
Feed your feelings, make them action 
A flaming rocket through the cosmos 
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18. Hungry Needs 
 
Intro & Verse:   XXXX 
 
At any moment I turn my eyes 
I see a miraculous shiny scene 
Her form, her air, and her sound 
Her presence feeds my hungry needs 
 
Chorus:    XXXX 
 
2 minutes more to see your face 
2 bites and I feel his love 
2 thousands years I seek and roam 
My hungry needs are seeds that blossom 
 
Verse:   XXXXXX 
 
I’ m heading out to the crazy jungle 
I’ reaching humping on the velvet valley 
I dodge the mean insanity  
The crocodiles push me to succeed 
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19. The Run 
 
Intro & Verse:   XXXX 
 
Let’ s write something on the run 
Then read it loud on a rhythm 
Vibrate your psyche 
Enlarge your scope 
Ignore any limits 
Open and close your eyes slowly 
 
Chorus:    XXXX 
 
It’ s the run that makes you faster 
I burst the front doors of your cosmos 
 
Verse:   XXXXXX 
 
My signature irrational 
I superimpose contrasting rhythms 
meters and tonalities  
like Dave Brubeck in the 50’s 
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20. Oler 
 
Intro:    E 
   A   -   E 
 
 
Verse:  
   
D - G - E 
Puedes oler mi calientura  
Aunque pasando debajo de mi ventana 
D - G - E 
Te vuelvo a llamar  
Reflection de paraiso que lleva otros 4 milagros 
D - G - E 
Te puedo oler  
Puedo pensar que mañana empezamos 
D - B 
Aprovechar el viento  
ya saltamos felices las nubes 
 
Chorus:     
 
E    
Tus ojos sonrien 
Elevador de mi sonido  
A   -   E 
Tu boca sonrie  
Trascedental ruta de mi destino 
 
Verse:   
 
Miro a tu figura 
Me estas escalando los retos en seguida 
 
Tu corazon esta vibrando a mi lado 
Se resuelven la metas de una 
 
Tu mistica creatura 
Hipnotizas la gente de una 
 
Solo alegria expandes mi vida  
Me dedico a servir a tu reino 
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Song 21 (10.07.2020) 
 
 
B – D, B – D, B-D, A – F# 
 
Put some more lime in my drink 
Because I suffered lockdown 
 
More coconut in my food  
To burst my mental shutdown 
 
I need to rest very well 
For the rest of the day 
 
I need to relax after the scary nightmare 
Smelling my favourite cherry 
  
D – E,   D -E,   D -E,   D - E-F 
 
Look to each other 
Smile to each other 
Tickle each other 
Lick each other and give a nice fuck 
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Song 22 (27.11.2020) 
 
 
F#         A 
My sound is so wet 
F#         A 
You slip in our rain forest 
E         G 
All is wet and liquid now 
F#         A 
Come bay give me this sparkling smile 
 
 
F#         A 
A street full of life 
F#         A 
A life full of street 
E         G 
Come after job baby 
F#         A 
To have a drink with me 
 
 
D         B 
Stop generate income 
D         B 
The fucking whole day 
D         B 
Celebrate life a bit 
A          F#          
Before you get everlasting laid 

 


